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Notable American Women Susan Ware 2004 Entries on almost five hundred women
representing a wide range of fields of endeavor are featured in a collection of biographical
essays that integrate each woman's personal life with her professional achievements, set in the
context of historical develop
Murders in the Mist Nicholas Gordon 1993 Chronicles the author's investigation into the
unsolved murder of the zoologist, exposing the bureaucracy and corruption involved
The Dark Romance of Dian Fossey Harold Hayes 1990 Traces the remarkable life of the
controversial primatologist, detailing her relationship with Louis Leakey, her stormy experiences
in defending the gorillas she studied, and the circumstances surrounding her brutal, still
unsolved murder
Gorillas in the Mist Dian Fossey 2000 Presents thirteen years of field research on the
endangered mountain gorilla of the African rain forest.
The Elephant Scientist Caitlin O'Connell 2011 Describes the work and observations of
American scientist Caitlin O'Connell during her studies of the African elephant in Etosha
National Park in Nambia.
A Forest in the Clouds: My Year Among the Mountain Gorillas in the Remote Enclave of Dian
Fossey John Fowler 2018-02-06 For the first time, a riveting insider's account of the fascinating
world of Dr. Dian Fossey’s mountain gorilla camp, telling the often-shocking story of the
unraveling of Fossey’s Rwandan facility alongside adventures tracking mountain gorillas over
hostile terrain, confronting aggressive silverbacks, and rehabilitating orphaned baby gorillas. In
A Forest in the Clouds, John Fowler takes us into the world of Karisoke Research Center, the
remote mountain gorilla camp of Dr. Dian Fossey, a few years prior to her gruesome murder.
Drawn to the adventure and promise of learning the science of studying mountain gorillas amid
the beauty of Central Africa’s cloud forest, Fowler soon learns the cold harsh realities of life
inside Fossey’s enclave ten thousand feet up in the Virunga Volcanoes. Instead of the intrepid
scientist he had admired in the pages of National Geographic, Fowler finds a chain-smoking,
hard-drinking woman bullying her staff into submission. While pressures mount from powers
beyond Karisoke in an effort to extricate Fossey from her domain of thirteen years, she brings
new students in to serve her most pressing need—to hang on to the remote research camp that
has become her mountain home. Increasingly bizarre behavior has targeted Fossey for

extrication by an ever-growing group of detractors—from conservation and research
organizations to the Rwandan government. Amid the turmoil, Fowler must abandon his own
research assignments to assuage the troubled Fossey as she orders him on illegal treks across
the border into Zaire, over volcanoes, in search of missing gorillas, and to serve as surrogate
parent to an orphaned baby ape in preparation for its traumatic re-introduction into a wild gorilla
group. This riveting story is the only first-person account from inside Dian Fossey’s
beleaguered camp. Fowler must come to grips with his own aspirations, career objectives, and
disappointments as he develops the physical endurance to keep up with mountain gorillas over
volcanic terrain in icy downpours above ten thousand feet, only to be affronted by the
frightening charges of indignant giant silverbacks or to be treed by aggressive forest buffalos.
Back in camp, he must nurture the sensitivity and patience needed for the demands of
rehabilitating an orphaned baby gorilla. A Forest in the Clouds takes the armchair adventurer
on a journey into an extraordinary world that now only exists in the memories of the very few
who knew it.
In the Shadow of Man Jane Goodall 2010-12-16 'One of history's most impressive field studies;
an instant animal classic' TIME Jane Goodall's classic account of primate research provides an
impressively detailed and absorbing account of the early years of her field study of, and
adventures with, chimpanzees in Tanzania, Africa. It is a landmark for everyone to enjoy.
A Canoe In The Mist Elsie Locke 2010-07-01 Collins Modern New Zealand Classics 3. With a
younger readership, of 9-12, this much-loved classic retells the traumatic events surrounding
the 1886 eruption of Mt Tarawera, from the viewpoint of two young schoolgirls. Lillian lives with
her widowed mother at Te Wairoa, the village which acts as a centre for tourists who flock to
see the famous eighth wonder of the world - the pink and white terraces. When Mattie, an
English girl of her own age arrives with her parents, Lillian finally has an opportunity to join a
tour party led by her friend, the famous Guide Sophia. But these are worrying times - the old
tohunga has been prophesying doom and disaster, and when they travel across Lake
Rotomahana, a mysterious canoe appears out of the mists - a waka wairua, or ghost canoe,
and all who live in the shadow of Mt Tarawera are about to have their lives changed forever. An
exciting tale of New Zealand's recent history, Elsie Locke's timeless classic has now been
reissued for a new audience.
The Gentle Subversive Mark Hamilton Lytle 2007-07-31 Rachel Carson's Silent Spring
antagonized some of the most powerful interests in the nation--including the farm block and the
agricultural chemical industry--and helped launch the modern environmental movement. In The
Gentle Subversive, Mark Hamilton Lytle offers a compact biography of Carson, illuminating the
road that led to this vastly influential book. Lytle explores the evolution of Carson's ideas about
nature, her love for the sea, her career as a biologist, and above all her emergence as a writer
of extraordinary moral and ecological vision. We follow Carson from her childhood on a farm
outside Pittsburgh, where she first developed her love of nature (and where, at age eleven, she
published her first piece in a children's magazine), to her graduate work at Johns Hopkins and
her career with the Fish and Wildlife Service. Lytle describes the genesis of her first book,
Under the Sea-Wind, the incredible success of The Sea Around Us (a New York Times
bestseller for over a year), and her determination to risk her fame in order to write her "poison
book": Silent Spring. The author contends that despite Carson's demure, lady-like demeanor,
she was subversive in her thinking and aggressive in her campaign against pesticides. Carson
became the spokeswoman for a network of conservationists, scientists, women, and other
concerned citizens who had come to fear the mounting dangers of the human assault on
nature. What makes this story particularly compelling is that Carson took up this cause at the
very moment when she herself faced a losing battle with cancer. Succinct and engaging, The
Gentle Subversive is a story of success, celebrity, controversy, and vindication. It will inspire
anyone interested in protecting the natural world or in women's struggle to find a voice in

society.
Woman in the Mists Farley Mowat 1988
Land of a Thousand Hills Rosamond Halsey Carr 2000-09-01 In 1949, Rosamond Halsey Carr,
a young fashion illustrator living in New York City, accompanied her dashing hunter-explorer
husband to what was then the Belgian Congo. When the marriage fell apart, she decided to
stay on in neighboring Rwanda, as the manager of a flower plantation. Land of a Thousand
Hills is Carr's thrilling memoir of her life in Rwanda—a love affair with a country and a people
that has spanned half a century. During those years, she has experienced everything from
stalking leopards to rampaging elephants, drought, the mysterious murder of her friend Dian
Fossey, and near-bankruptcy. She has chugged up the Congo River on a paddle-wheel
steamboat, been serenaded by pygmies, and witnessed firsthand the collapse of colonialism.
Following 1994's Hutu-Tutsi genocide, Carr turned her plantation into a shelter for the lost and
orphaned children-work she continues to this day, at the age of eighty-seven.
Gorillas in the Mist Farley Mowat 2009 "Originally titled Virunga, this is the story of Dian
Fossey, the mountain gorillas’ greatest champion and martyr. Based on Fossey’s personal
papers and on interviews with her colleagues, friends, and enemies, Gorillas in the Mist reveals
one woman’s passion for life — and the creatures who share it with us."-Woman in the Mists: The Story of Dian Fossey and the Mountain Goril a
The Oxford Encyclopedia of Women in World History Bonnie G. Smith 2008 This encyclopedia
captures the experiences of women throughout world history and illuminates how they have
influenced and been influenced by these historical, social, and demographic changes. It
contains over 1,300 signed articles covering six main areas: biographies; geography and
history; comparative culture and society; organizations and movements; womens and gender
studies; and topics in world history.
Ahead of Their Time Joyce Duncan 2002 A unique collection of profiles of 75 daring women
who pushed ahead with the spirit of adventure and made pioneering contributions on land, in
the sea and in the skies.
Nature's Saviours Graham Huggan 2013-08-22 Today's celebrity conservationists, many of
whom made their reputations through television and other visual media, play a major role in
drawing public attention to an increasingly threatened world. This book, one of the first to
address this contribution, focuses on five key figures: the English naturalist David
Attenborough, the French marine adventurer Jacques-Yves Cousteau, the American
primatologist Dian Fossey, the Canadian scientist-broadcaster-activist David Suzuki, and the
Australian 'crocodile hunter' Steve Irwin. Some of the issues the author addresses include:
What is the changing relationship between western conservation and celebrity? How has the
spread of television helped shape and mediate this relationship? To what extent can celebrity
conservation be seen as part of a global system in which conservation, like celebrity, is big
business? The book critically examines the heroic status accorded to the five figures mentioned
above, taking in the various discourses – around nature, science, nation, gender – through
which they and their work have been presented to us. In doing so, it fills in the cultural,
historical and ideological background behind contemporary celebrity conservationism as a
popular expression of a chronically endangered world.
Dian Fossey Robin Doak 2014 This book takes an engaging look at the work of groundbreaking conservationist, Dian Fossey, and her work with mountain gorillas. It covers Fossey's
inspiration, her methods, findings, and the impact of her work in Africa.
Science in the Contemporary World Eric Gottfrid Swedin 2005 This work is a unique
introductory A–Z resource detailing the scientific achievements of the contemporary world and
analyzing the key scientific trends, discoveries, and personalities of the modern age. * Over 200
A–Z entries covering topics ranging from plate tectonics to the first Moon landings * More than
40 stunning photographs providing a unique pictorial chronicle of the achievements of modern

science
In the Kingdom of Gorillas Bill Weber 2012-01-10 When Bill Weber and Amy Vedder arrived in
Rwanda to study mountain gorillas with Dian Fossey, the gorilla population was teetering
toward extinction. Poaching was rampant, but it was loss of habitat that most endangered the
gorillas. Weber and Vedder realized that the gorillas were doomed unless something was done
to save their forest home. Over Fossey's objections, they helped found the Mountain Gorilla
Project, which would inform Rwandans about the gorillas and the importance of conservation,
while at the same time establishing an ecotourism project -- one of the first anywhere in a
rainforest -- to bring desperately needed revenue to Rwanda. In the Kingdom of Gorillas
introduces readers to entire families of gorillas, from powerful silverback patriarchs to helpless
newborn infants. Weber and Vedder take us with them as they slog through the rain-soaked
mountain forests, observing the gorillas at rest and at play. Today the population of mountain
gorillas is the highest it has been since the 1960s, and there is new hope for the species' fragile
future even as the people of Rwanda strive to overcome ethnic and political differences.
American Women Writers, Poetics, and the Nature of Gender Study Maryann Pasda
DiEdwardo 2016-12-14 This volume studies processes of creating voices of the past to analyze
and to juxtapose, discussing the nature of the educational community viewed through feminist
theory to reveal hidden ideas surrounding stereotypes, gender status, and power in the
postcolonial era. The contributions brought together here explore the various facets of language
to focus on metaphorical grammatical constructions, unique and specific with form and function.
They interpret various works to capture the essence of style, as well as rhetorical function of
basic structure of grammar, diction and syntax, in a literary work as message and meaning.
Furthermore, the book also discusses useful pedagogical and theoretical processes used by
the literary scholar concerning the power of writing for cultural change. As such, the book will
appeal to those who wish to heal through writing. The proceeds of the book support the
authors’ local soup kitchen and crisis centers for domestic abuse.
Letters from the Mist Camilla De la Bédoyère 2010 ESSAYS, JOURNALS, LETTERS &
OTHER PROSE WORKS. For 18 years, Dian Fossey lived among the mountain gorillas of
central Africa. She struggled against poachers, official opposition, illhealth, personal tragedy
and the isolation of her surroundings with unstinting determination. Through the pages of
National Geographic magazine and her book Gorillas in the Mist she focused the world's
attention, until her tragic and unsolved murder in December, 1985. Her story is told through the
letters she wrote to her friends and family, with dramatic photographs by Bob Campbell, who
worked closely with Dian for several years.
Gorillas in the Mist Dian Fossey 2001 Dian Fossey's classic account of four gorilla families; the
basis for the major movie starring Sigourney Weaver. For thirteen years Dian Fossey lived and
worked with Uncle Bert, Flossie, Beethoven, Pantsy and Digit in the remote rain forests of the
volcanic Virunga Mountains in Africa, establishing an unprecedented relationship with these shy
and affectionate beasts. In her base camp, 10,000 feet above sea-level, she struggled daily
with rain, loneliness and the ever-constant threat of poachers who slaughtered her beloved
gorillas with horrifying ferocity. African adventure, personal quest and scientific study, Gorillas
in the Mist is a unique and intimate glimpse into a vanishing world and a vanishing species.
Dian Fossey and the Mountain Gorillas Jane A. Schott 2011-08-01 Dian Fossey was fascinated
with the sad plight of the mountain gorilla and went to Africa. She imitated the gorillas' sounds
and habits and came to know them individually. After several of her favorite gorillas were killed,
she became impassioned about stopping the poaching And The destruction of the gorillas'
natural habitat. Her research and her book, Gorillas in the Mist, led to current efforts to protect
this endangered species.
Gorilla Dreams Georgianne Nienaber 2006 This is a biographical interpretation of the
primatologist's life that honors the African belief that the dead live on in spiritual form.
Animal Rights John M. Kistler 2000 Presents an introduction to the subject, suggestions on

searching the Internet, and a bibliography of literature on animal nature, fatal and nonfatal uses,
animal populations, and animal speculations.
Owls in the Family Farley Mowat 2009-01-13 Every child needs to have a pet. No one could
argue with that. But what happens when your pet is an owl, and your owl is terrorizing the
neighbourhood? In Farley Mowat’s exciting children’s story, a young boy’s pet menagerie –
which includes crows, magpies, gophers and a dog – grows out of control with the addition of
two cantankerous pet owls. The story of how Wol and Weeps turn the whole town upside down
is warm, funny, and bursting with adventure and suspense.
Gorillas in the Mist Farley Mowat 2009-10-13 Originally titled Virunga, this is the story of Dian
Fossey, the mountain gorillas’ greatest champion and martyr. Based on Fossey’s personal
papers and on interviews with her colleagues, friends, and enemies, Gorillas in the Mist reveals
one woman’s passion for life — and the creatures who share it with us.
The Madame Curie Complex: Capitalisms New Reality (Large Print 16pt) Julie Des Jardins
2010-10-06 Why are the fields of science and technology still considered to be predominantly
male professions? The Madame Curie Complex moves beyond the most common
explanations - limited access to professional training, lack of resources, exclusion from social
networks of men - to give historical context and unexpected revelations about women's
contributions to the sciences. Exploring the lives of Jane Good all, Rosalind Franklin, Rosalyn
Yalow, Barbara McClintock, Rachel Carson, and the women of the Manhattan Project, Julie
Des Jardins considers their personal and professional stories in relation to their male
counterparts - Albert Einstein, Robert Oppenheimer, Enrico Fermi - to demonstrate how the
gendered culture of science molds the methods, structure, and experience of the work. With
lively anecdotes and vivid detail, The Madame Curie Complex reveals how women scientists
have often asked different questions, used different methods, come up with different
explanations for phenomena in the natural world, and how they have forever transformed a
scientist's role.
American Scientists Charles W. Carey 2006-01-01 Profiles more than 200 American men and
women who made significant contributions to science during the twentieth century.
Ladies First Elizabeth Cody Kimmel 2006 Profiles forty women who were the first to do
incredible feats, from swimming the English Channel to reaching the summit of Mt. Everest.
Beyond the Highland Mist Karen Marie Moning 2009-11-04 He would sell his warrior soul to
possess her. . . . An alluring laird... He was known throughout the kingdom as Hawk, legendary
predator of the battlefield and the boudoir. No woman could refuse his touch, but no woman
ever stirred his heart—until a vengeful fairy tumbled Adrienne de Simone out of modern-day
Seattle and into medieval Scotland. Captive in a century not her own, entirely too bold, too
outspoken, she was an irresistible challenge to the sixteenth-century rogue. Coerced into a
marriage with Hawk, Adrienne vowed to keep him at arm's length—but his sweet seduction
played havoc with her resolve. A prisoner in time... She had a perfect "no" on her perfect lips for
the notorious laird, but Hawk swore she would whisper his name with desire, begging for the
passion he longed to ignite within her. Not even the barriers of time and space would keep him
from winning her love. Despite her uncertainty about following the promptings of her own
passionate heart, Adrienne's reservations were no match for Hawk's determination to keep her
by his side. . . .
Dian Fossey 92 Success Facts - Everything You Need to Know about Dian Fossey Justin Dunn
2014-05-31 It's new: Dian Fossey! This book is your ultimate resource for Dian Fossey. Here
you will find the most up-to-date 92 Success Facts, Information, and much more. In easy to
read chapters, with extensive references and links to get you to know all there is to know about
Dian Fossey's Early life, Career and Personal life right away. A quick look inside: Bob Campbell
(photographer), Primatology - Methods, African Wildlife Foundation - Early years, Gorillas In the
Mist, Digit Fund - Activities, Alex Shoumatoff - Mid to later life and career, Harold Hayes Biography, Mount Visoke - Geography, Karisoke, Virunga Volcanoes, All Watched Over by

Machines of Loving Grace (TV series) - The Monkey In The Machine and the Machine in the
Monkey, Yann Arthus-Bertrand - First jobs, Stuart Baird - Awards, Peter Guber, Dian Fossey
Gorilla Fund International, Jane Goodall Institute (Hong Kong) - Who is Jane Goodall?, Mount
Karisimbi, Gorillas in the Mist: The Story of Dian Fossey, Volcanoes National Park - Tourism in
the park, Sigourney Weaver - Personal life, Digit Fund - Financing, Best Sound Mixing - 1980s,
Darwin College, Cambridge - Notable alumni, Louis Leakey - The last years, Mountain gorilla Conservation efforts, Karisoke - Rwandan Genocide, Woman in the Mists - Explanation of the
title, 46th Golden Globe Awards - Best Film - Drama, Birut Galdikas - The Trimates, Gorillas In
the Mist - Plot, Gorillas In the Mist - Critical reception, Academy Award for Best Sound Mixing 1980s, Farley Mowat - Literary career, Joan Root - Work, Christian Bale - Personal life, Farley
Mowat - Writings, 46th Golden Globe Awards - Best Actress - Drama, Peter Guber - PolyGram
Filmed Entertainment and the Guber-Peters Company, and much more...
Modern American Environmentalists George A. Cevasco 2009-04-27 Modern American
Environmentalists profiles the lives and contributions of nearly 140 major figures during the
twentieth-century environmental movement. Included are iconic environmentalists such as
Rachel Carson, E. O. Wilson, Gifford Pinchot, and Al Gore, and important but less expected
names, including John Steinbeck and Allen Ginsberg. The entries recount how each individual
became active in environmental conservation, detail his or her significant contributions, trace
the influence of each on future efforts, and discuss the person's legacy. The individuals
selected for the book displayed either an unparalleled commitment to the conservation,
preservation, restoration, and enhancement of the natural environment or made a major
contribution to the growth of environmentalism during its first century. With a foreword by
environmental historian Everett I. Mendolsohn, a time line of key environmental events, a
bibliography of groundbreaking works, and an index organized by specialization, this
biographical encyclopedia is a handy and complete guide to the major people involved in the
modern American environmental movement. -- Mark Harvey
Animal Acts Jennifer Ham 2014-04-08 Animal Acts records the history of the fluctuating
boundary between animals and humans as expressed in literary, philosophical and scientific
texts, as well as visual arts and historical practices such as dissection, circus acts, the hunt and
zoos. The essays document a persistent return of animality, a becoming animal that has always
existed within and at the margins of Western Culture from the Middle Ages to the present.
A Year with Nature Marty Crump 2018 A Year with Nature is an almanac like none you've ever
seen: combining science and aesthetics, it is a daily affirmation of the extraordinary richness of
biodiversity and our enduring beguilement by its beauty. With a text by herpetologist and
natural history writer Marty Crump and a cornucopia of original illustrations by Bronwyn McIvor,
this quirky quotidian reverie gazes across the globe, media, and time as it celebrates dateappropriate natural topics ranging from the founding of the National Park Service to annual
strawberry, garlic, shrimp, hummingbird, and black bear festivals. With Crump, we mark the
publication of classics like Carson's Silent Spring and White's Charlotte's Web, and even the
musical premiere of Tchaikovsky's Swan Lake. We note the discovery of the structure of DNA
and the mountain gorilla, the rise of citizen science projects, and the work of people who've
shaped how we view and protect nature--from Aristotle to E. O. Wilson. Some days feature US
celebrations, like National Poinsettia Day and National Cat Day; others highlight countryspecific celebrations, like Australia's Wombat Day and Thailand's Monkey Buffet Festival,
during which thousands of macaques feast on an ornately arranged spread of fruits and
vegetables. Crump also highlights celebrations that span borders, from World Wildlife
Conservation Day to International Mountain Day and global festivities for snakes, sea turtles,
and chocolate. Interweaving fascinating facts on everything from jellyfish bodies to monthly
birth flowers with folkloric entries featuring the Loch Ness Monster, unicorns, and ancient
Greek, Roman, and Egyptian mythology, the almanac is as exhaustive as it is enchanting. A
Year with Nature celebrates the wonder and beauty of our natural world as we have expressed

it in visual arts, music, literature, science, natural history, and everyday experience. But more
than this, the almanac's vignettes encourage us to contemplate how we can help ensure that
future generations will be able to enjoy the landscapes and rich biodiversity we so deeply
cherish.
The Encyclopedia of Unsolved Crimes Michael Newton 2009 Over 800 entries examine the
facts, evidence, and leading theories of a variety of unsolved murders, robberies, kidnappings,
serial killings, disappearances, and other crimes.
Woman in the Mists Farley Mowat 1987-01 The story of Dian Fossey who fought and died to
save the mountain gorillas of Africa.
Irish Mist Andrew M. Greeley 2000-03-01 Andrew M. Greeley's bestselling Nuala Anne McGrail
mystery series returns with the fourth installment, Irish Mist Dermot Michael Coyne isn't sure
what he's gotten himself into. Nuala Anne McGrail, that beautiful and vivacious "Celtic witch"
has finally agreed to marry him. But they've barely tied the knot when Nuala's psychic "spells"
begin again. Visions of a burning castle, the captain of the infamous "Black and Tan" police
force, a wild woman from Chicago, and bloodshed--all somehow connected--lead the two to the
remnants of a mystery long buried in the mist of Ireland's turbulent and violent past. How did
Kevin O'Higgins, the murdered leader of the movement to free Ireland, die? And who among
the living will do whatever it takes to keep Nuala and Dermot from finding out? At the
Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Light Shining Through the Mist Tom Matthews 1998 Join the Super Friends as they unite
against the bad guys and stand up for justice in this action-packed colouring book!
Made From This Earth Vera Norwood 2014-07-01 The broad sweep of environmental and
ecological history has until now been written and understood in predominantly male terms. In
Made From This Earth, Vera Norwood explores the relationship of women to the natural
environment through the work of writers, illustrators, landscape and garden designers,
ornithologists, botanists, biologists, and conservationists. Norwood begins by showing that the
study and promotion of botany was an activity deemed appropriate for women in the early
1800s. After highlighting the work of nineteenth-century scientific illustrators and garden
designers, she focuses on nature's advocates such as Rachel Carson and Dian Fossey who
differed strongly with men on both women's "nature" and the value of the natural world. These
women challenged the dominant, male-controlled ideologies, often framing their critique with
reference to values arising from the female experience. Norwood concludes with an analysis of
the utopian solutions posed by ecofeminists, the most recent group of women to contest men
over the meaning and value of nature.
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